
Used hourly data from 2007 – 2010.

To fully compare this data to the data from ASOS sites 

where wind sensor starting thresholds, rounding, and 

administrative limits greatly determine calms, wind 

speeds equal to or below 2.9 miles per hour from this site 

were defined as calm.

Data Comparisons

Y-12 West Tower Data









Dispersion Modeling

Implications
Since downwind concentrations are inversely proportional to

wind speed, use caution when interpreting the model’s

prediction under very low wind speeds. Gaussian models tend

to perform poorly with gross over predictions.



Dispersion Modeling

Implications

Know what the lowest wind speed your dispersion model will

allow. Some models will automatically assign calms to sensor

thresholds or other values.

Know the starting threshold(s) of the anemometer(s) from the

site(s) you wish to use and determine if there are rounding or

other administrative limits imposed on the data.



Dispersion Modeling

Implications

Heed low wind speed warning messages produced

by your model.



Dispersion Modeling

Implications

Depending of the model used, follow guidance on how to

assign wind speeds during calm conditions.



Dispersion Modeling

Implications

In more complex models, understand how calms (zero

speed) are handled in the local wind field. Some models may

ignore this data altogether or substitute other data.











Dispersion Modeling

Implications

Have some knowledge of the maintenance and calibration

performed on the wind sensor that is used for your model

input. Lack of wind sensor maintenance can lead to

erroneous data or tend to indicate more calms due to worn

sensor bearings.

Have some knowledge of the topography and nearby

structures where the site is located. Some sites may be

located without attention to siting standards.

Perform a study to determine the number of calms on a

monthly basis that occur at the site of interest.



Here are a few local weather sites 

that have been popping up in MADIS.

You might want to consider if the wind 

data from these sites is worth using.



Station type/software: Weather Display / Davis Vantage Pro

KW1ND / AS528

http://www.weather-display.com/










Station type/software: Weather Display / Davis Vantage Pro

K4TSB

http://www.weather-display.com/










C6625 / CW6625

Station type/software: Davis Vantage Pro 2 with Weatherlink

http://www.davisnet.com/weather/products/vantagepro.asp
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